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Sectior-A

Q.1. Attempt all parts. AII parts carry equal marks. Write
answer of each part in short. (2*10=20)

(a) What do you understand by Industri a\tzation?

(b) Define "Adjudication".

(c) Define Emilie Durkhiem concept on human
behavior.

What are joint management councils?

What is "Grievance".

(d)

(e)
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How sociology plays an important role in yotr life?

How can industrial dispute be managed well by a
good englneer?

Describe in brief the Miniratna companies India.

How has the change brought about by industrial
Revolution played an important impact on industrial
setup?

Discuss the variotrs objectives of industrial policf

SecfroD-B

Q.2. Attempt any live quesfions from thls secfion.

(10xF50)

(a) What is Industrial Relation Machinerf

(b) What is the major objective of Industrial Policy 1977?

(c) What is the difference between sffies and lockouts?

(d) Discuss the impact of industrialization on workplace,

economy and society.
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(e) Discuss the causes and consequences of industrial-

ization.

(0 How lndustrial Revolution evolved industrialization

in India?

(g) How French revolution lays the foundation of change

in industrial growth?

(h) How "The Guild Sptem and putting out slatem"

said to be the base for industrialuation?

Sectlon-.C

Note: Attempt any two questions from this section.

(I5x2=30)

Q.3. (a) What are the essentials of a good grievance proce-

dtre? Discuss in brief.

(b) How has early indusfraluation brought a base for
industrial development?

Q.4. (a) Evaluate the impact of industrial sociology over other

general sciences.

(b) How can the redressal procedtre be applied on the

grievance of a labotr regarding wage rate?
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Q.5. (a)

o)

what do you mean by code of discipline and stand-
ing order?

Discuss the various fypes of strikes.
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